Inversion polymorphism in Drosophila obscura.
The inversion polymorphism of Drosophila obscura Fallen, a European species of the obscura group of the subgenus Sophophora, is described. A total of 21 inversions have been recorded; they are located in the five large chromosomes of the species (a dot chromosome is also present) and form 25 gene arrangements present in the species' natural populations. Strains from five different countries were studied. Two of these inversions were found to be pericentric, and the remaining were paracentric. The presence of "hot" points (multibreaks) was noticed. The distribution of the relative lengths of inversions conformed to the Van Valen-Levins distribution, contrary to what happens in D. subobscura. Observations also showed that there is no crossover inhibition between nonoverlapping inversions. The phylogeny of chromosome C was reconstructed; the existence of several arrangements not found was postulated; and the primitive gene arrangement, linking D. obscura to its closely related species was identified, as well as the primitive gene arrangements of the other chromosomes. Photographic maps of the chromosomes of D. obscura are provided here.